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We present an analysis of the electronic confinement properties of self-assembled islands forming

via silicon and germanium co-deposition in molecular beam epitaxy. This approach allows the

fabrication of laterally self-ordered three dimensional islands in the Stranski-Krastanow growth

mode. Using a systematic structural analysis, we derive a realistic fit-parameter free island model

for band structure simulations. A comparison between these band structure simulations and

photoluminescence spectroscopy shows that such islands have a significant three dimensional

spatial electron-hole wave function overlap. In addition, we show that this spatial wave function

overlap overcompensates a weak wave function spreading in k-space. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4818331]

Optically integrated circuits1 present a promising plat-

form for high bandwidths and fast data transmission speed in

information processing. To interconvert electrical and optical

signals, an on-chip integration of light sources into the well

established silicon (Si) electronics technology is highly desir-

able. Since bulk Si is a rather poor light emitter, due to its

indirect band gap,2 several approaches are currently pursued

regarding the realization of on-Si-chip light sources.

Recently, progress has been made in a hybrid approach where

III–V light emitting stacks are integrated in Si-chips with

high radiative efficiency3 and bandwidth.4 An alternative

route, allowing a monolithic integration on Si, could be based

on the introduction of suitable nanostructures as emitters. In

nanostructures, the spatial confinement opens possibilities to

tailor the spatial overlap of charge carrier wave functions in

real space on the one hand and to induce a spreading of the

wave functions in k-space on the other hand. Examples of

tested nanostructures include Erbium doping,5 anodized po-

rous silicon6,7 or low dimensional silicon-germanium (SiGe)

heterostructures.8–11 For the latter, the efficiency of the car-

rier confinement is determined by the distribution of the band

offset between conduction and valence bands12,13 and the

spatial dimensions of the SiGe heterostructures.8–11 Ideally,

an optimization of both is desired.

This letter addresses this optimization by exploring a

co-deposition approach of self-assembled SiGe islands. We

observe the formation of islands in the Stranski-Krastanow

growth mode for nominal layer thicknesses larger than 25

monolayers (ML). For certain island ensembles we, further-

more, find a pronounced lateral self-ordering along the

{100} direction without pre- or post processing steps. These

islands exhibit two equally strong radiative recombination

channels, one being indirect and one being direct in k-space.

Both have a remarkably high intensity compared to the ma-

trix material at 10 K. The occurrence of a phonon transition

allows to deduce a rather weak wave function spreading in

k-space. A comparison of photoluminescence (PL) measure-

ments with k � p band structure simulations based on a realis-

tic island model indicates a band offset resulting in a spatial

confinement of both electrons and holes within the SiGe

islands. This confinement situation is typically not observed

in Ge based islands on Si14 and allows a larger spatial over-

lap of the electron and hole wave functions. The resulting

larger oscillator strength seems to overcompensate the weak

wave function spreading in k-space in our SiGe islands.

All samples have been grown using standard Si (001)

wafers. Growth was initialized with an 80 nm Si buffer layer

which results in an atomically flat surface. A film equivalent

nominal thickness of 20–80 ML Si0.7Ge0.3 was deposited at a

wafer temperature of 630 �C and a combined growth rate of

0.58 ML/s. Si and Ge were co-evaporated using two separate

electron beam evaporator cells. The islands have been

capped with Si at 630 �C. Finally, an uncapped layer of

Si0.7Ge0.3 was deposited using the same growth conditions as

the optically active layer for topographic island analysis.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and cross-sectional

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) including energy

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and Raman spectros-

copy15 was used for structural analysis of the island ensem-

bles. Optical interband PL experiments at 10 and 20 K have

been conducted using the 488 nm line of an argon ion laser.

The excitation power density was approximately 40 Wcm�2.

The emission signal was dispersed by a grating mono-

chromator and detected using a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge de-

tector in lock-in technique. Realistic three-dimensional

eight-band k � p band structure calculations were performeda)zabel@wsi.tum.de
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using nextnanoþþ.16 The D-band was added solving the sin-

gle band Schr€odinger equation.

Figs. 1(a)–1(c) show AFM images of samples grown

with nominal Si0.7Ge0.3 thicknesses of 20, 35, and 80 ML.

The insets include the 2D fast Fourier transformed (FFT)

images of the corresponding AFM scans. AFM measure-

ments performed on the sample grown with nominally

20 ML reveal a flat surface. The TEM analysis (not shown

here) indicates that the capped 20 ML thick Si0.7Ge0.3 layer

forms a dislocation-free pseudomorphically strained quan-

tum well. Upon the deposition of nominally 25 to 55 ML of

Si0.7Ge0.3, the surface is covered by pyramids with a quad-

ratic base (mainly {105} faceted). Thus, we conclude that

the critical thickness of a Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy grown on Si is

between 20–25 ML. Typical island ensembles are exempla-

rily shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) for nominally 35 ML and

80 ML of Si0.7Ge0.3. For thicknesses higher than 55 ML, the

pyramidal shape of the islands vanishes in favor of more

round, dome-like islands.

Interestingly, we observe that between a nominal depo-

sition of 30 to 55 ML, the quadratically based pyramids very

regularly self-order along the densest possible pattern, rec-

tangularly along {100} as indicated with white rectangles in

the left inset of Fig. 1(b). This is also reflected in the clear

four fold symmetry of the corresponding Fourier transform

images. For nominal Si0.7Ge0.3 thicknesses higher than

55 ML, as the pyramidal shape of the islands vanishes, the

degree of ordering reduces, as can exemplarily be seen for

80 ML in Fig. 1(c). Here, some islands begin to occupy inter-

stitial lattice sites of the ordered lattice. The TEM analysis

reveals that the lateral ordering is also maintained during the

capping process. Further studies on this self-ordering mecha-

nism of the pyramidal island ensemble might be interesting

for optical and electrical applications which require the exact

positioning of cavities or contacts relative to the islands, as

here no pre- or post processing of the island ensemble is

required.17

In Fig. 1(d), both the island base length (squares) and

height (triangles) determined from AFM are depicted as a

function of the amount of nominally deposited monolayers

for all studied samples. The statistical size variation of the

islands results in the large error bars. The TEM study indi-

cates that up to a nominal thickness of 80 ML Si0.7Ge0.3 the

islands are dislocation-free and that the island shape is main-

tained during capping.

We use the information deduced from structural analysis

to define a realistic island model. The island dimensions and

shape are obtained from AFM and TEM. The average Ge

content is determined by Raman spectroscopy. Spatially

resolved EDX scans revealed a linear Ge profile with a Ge

rich apex and a Si rich base. The wetting layer thickness is

calculated from the difference of the total volume of the de-

posited material and the island volume. In order to verify

the validity of the chosen island model, we compare band

structure simulations with systematic PL measurements.

Exemplarily, we present, in Fig. 2(a), the normalized PL

spectrum of a Si0.7Ge0.3 island ensemble, consisting of nomi-

nally 40 ML Si0.7Ge0.3. From 1 eV to 1.14 eV, we find the

Si-TOþOC, the Si-TO and the Si-TA recombination lines,

stemming from the Si matrix and their corresponding

FIG. 1. Atomic force microscopy images of the Si0.7Ge0.3 surface after dep-

osition of nominally (a) 20 ML, (b) 35 ML (the left inset shows a zoom) and

(c) 80 ML Si0.7Ge0.3 on Si at 630 �C. The right inset shows the correspond-

ing 2D fast Fourier transformed image. The white rectangles indicate the or-

dered pattern along the {100} direction. (d) Dependence of the island length

(black squares) and the island height (red triangles) as a function of depos-

ited monolayers.

FIG. 2. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum of an ordered ensemble of

Si0.7Ge0.3 islands with a nominal deposition of 40 ML upon excitation of

4 mW at a wavelength of 488 nm and a temperature of 10 K. (b) Dependence

of the experimental no-phonon (green squares) and SiGe transversal optical

phonon (red triangles) from the island ensemble as well as the calculated no-

phonon (black circles) peak positions as a function of the deposited material.

The measurements have been performed at 18 K and an excitation power of

2.3 mW.
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electron hole droplets.18,19 In addition, the Si0.7Ge0.3 islands

exhibit a luminescence peak at �0.976 eV and a second peak

at 0.920 eV. The energy difference between these two peaks

equals 56.5 meV which is characteristic for the energy of a

SiGe transversal optical phonon in a Si lattice (SiGe-TOSiSi).

Hence, we attribute the peak at �0.976 eV to a no-phonon

recombination in the islands. The second peak stems from

the Si0.7Ge0.3 island SiGe-TOSiSi phonon replica.20

Fig. 2(b) summarizes the experimentally determined

transition energies of the no-phonon (squares) and TO-

phonon (triangles) transitions for all studied samples. Both

transitions red-shift as a function of the nominally deposited

amount of material. We also plot the transition energies of

each investigated island ensemble as calculated in our 3D

band structure simulations (circles). The agreement between

experimental and simulation data is excellent. We would like

to strengthen that the simulation uses only experimentally

determined structural input parameters for the island model.

No fitting parameter was used as an input for the comparison

with the PL data, assessing the validity of our model. With

increasing material deposition the island height increases,

resulting in a shift of the energy states closer to the band

edge of the Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy. Thus, the red-shift is a clear evi-

dence for the presence of a quantum confinement effect.

Moreover, we note that the intensity of the phonon-

assisted recombination is of the same order of magnitude than

the no-phonon transition. This might seem surprising, as

phonon-assisted three-particle processes are less probable than

no-phonon two-particle transitions. As no-phonon transitions

require k-vector conservation, the observed experimental

behavior suggests that only few of the recombining electrons

and holes share the same k-vector, inferring at the same time

that the wave function spreading of electrons and holes in

k-space is low. Spatial quantum confinement of carriers in

islands, however, according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty rela-

tion, leads to a wave function spreading in the k-space which

increases with decreasing island dimensions. We thus con-

clude that the studied Si0.7Ge0.3 islands, although revealing

clear signatures of quantum confinement in the luminescence

energies, provide only a comparably weak wave function

spreading in k-space due to their spatial dimensions, which

are large compared to quantum dots. Despite this, it is striking

that, at 10 K, the luminescence intensity of a single layer of

Si0.7Ge0.3 islands is comparable to the intensity of the Si-TO

phonon replica from the whole volume of the excited Si ma-

trix. This is even more remarkable as pure Ge quantum dots,

which are considered to provide a no-phonon transition,21

show much weaker luminescence intensities with similar exci-

tation power and at similar temperature.22–25

The observed enhanced luminescence intensity can be

understood when considering the charge carrier probability

densities predicted in the 3D band structure simulations of

the islands. In Fig. 3(a), we show a cross-section of the 3D

simulation displaying the band edges in growth direction of

a Si0.7Ge0.3 island formed from nominally 40 ML of depos-

ited material. In addition, the ground state electron (dotted

line) and hole (dashed-dotted line) probability densities in

growth direction are plotted. The horizontal lines indicate

the energy of the electron and hole ground state. As in pure

Ge islands, the hole is strongly localized inside the

island.22,26 Most remarkably, our simulations yield that the

electron ground state is inside the island. This distinguishes

our Si0.7Ge0.3 islands from nominally pure Ge islands where

the electron ground state is located in the Si matrix above or

below the island.14 Thus, we find a non-zero electron proba-

bility density over the whole height of the island. Fig. 3(b)

shows a cross-section of the conduction band and the elec-

tron ground state probability density of the same island in

the plane perpendicular to the growth direction through the

apex of the island. Here, the electron is localized at the edges

of the Si0.7Ge0.3 island. Thus, in addition to a type I confine-

ment in z-direction, which can also be realized in quantum

wells,12,13 the Si0.7Ge0.3 islands provide an in-plane confine-

ment, preventing charge carrier diffusion. From the compari-

son of the PL data and the band structure simulations, we

conclude that this 3D spatial type I confinement, which

induces a large electron-hole wave function overlap in real

space, is responsible for the comparably large luminescence

intensity of the presented Si0.7Ge0.3 island ensembles.

Furthermore, concerning optical transition probabilities, our

results show that an optimization of the real space confine-

ment properties of the nanostructures can overcompensate a

low wave function spreading in k-space.

In summary, we demonstrated the growth of laterally

self-ordered Si0.7Ge0.3 islands by Si and Ge co-deposition. A

systematic comparison of photoluminescence spectroscopy

data and fit parameter-free 3D k � p band structure simula-

tions of island ensembles yielded enhanced optical properties

compared to nominally pure Ge islands and SiGe quantum

wells. This refers to both the ability for a processing-free

optimization of the spatial confinement properties as well as

for the lateral self-ordering, making SiGe islands, produced

in a co-deposition approach, interesting nanostructures both

for optical and electrical applications.
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FIG. 3. (a) Band structure of a Si0.7Ge0.3 island with a thickness of nomi-

nally 40 ML of deposited material seen in growth direction. The lower black

solid line indicates the valence band. The upper black solid line indicates the

conduction band multiplied by 10 for better visualization. The ground state

energies of the electron and hole are given by a horizontal orange line. The

electron (hole) probability density is shown by a blue dotted (red dash-

dotted) line. (b) Conduction band and electron probability of the same island

as in (a) seen perpendicular to the growth direction.
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